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 Achievements Game Informations Runbow is a side-scrolling shooter where you play as a bandit in the fantasy world of
Runbow. Your mission: rob, pillage, and plunder your way through a variety of dangerous fantasy locations, all while putting a

new bandit on the throne and collecting tons of loot. We're not kidding when we say this game is filled to the brim with content.
Over 40 weapons, over 30 game modes, and all kinds of secret areas to explore await you as you run, jump, duck, and run again.
Take control of an entire band of outlaws, or stick to the shadows as you navigate through each perilous fantasy location. That's
right, Runbow lets you decide what path you want to take through each level, and the option is there for you at the beginning of
each of the game's four difficulty levels. If you're the kind of player that likes a good challenge, the game is just for you. There
are four difficulty levels in Runbow, with their own set of unique weapons, missions, and bosses. The game's also got a unique

Four-Player Mission mode where players take control of four characters, all with their own special abilities. Game Overview It's
an age of uncertainty. New technology has shaped the world in unexpected ways. A new breed of madmen rules the streets. You

are a new bandit who will join a gang of criminal misfits. You are the only one who can escape the police, and save the world
from chaos. Key Features The power of Runbow comes from the sheer amount of content. If you have a favorite video game

genre, you'll find the right fit in Runbow. Over 40 Weapons - Over 30 Game Modes - Over 100 Levels! Runbow is filled to the
brim with content. Whether you are new to Runbow or an old vet, the game's got a new weapon for you. Four-Player Mission -

Help your friends run, jump, duck, and run again. Choose to be a Hero or a Villain. You can even play as a Master Thief.
Collect tons of loot, add to your bank of greed, and decorate your own ultimate bandit house. Game Editor - Create your own

levels or play other people's creations! Multiplayer run 'n' gun - No other game lets you take control of four 82157476af
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